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The Social Inlpact of Nols_:

A Survey of Medical, Psycllologicnl, and Social Consequences

Introduction

The World Ilealtb Organization defines health as a state of physical,
mental, and social well being and not merely the absence of disease or

infirmity. Using this definition it i_ evident that noise can he con-
sidered as having an important influence on the boaltb of man. Because

of its pervasive influence in all settings, activities and walks of life
it has been often cited as a major source of annoyance as well as a

threat t_) physical and mental health. For most people tileu_ual

consequences of noise are associated with interference with listening
to speech or other sounds, distraction at home and on the job, disturb-

ance of rest and sleep, and disruption of recreational pursuits. All

of tlm foregoing can be considered components of the quality of life.

In dealing with the social impact of noise, this report is divided
into several seetlons:

i. Overview

2. Extent of problem -- Changing Scope of Problem

3. Effects of Noise

3.1 Medical

3.2 Psychological

3,3 Social

_ii i. Overview

Although there is som_ controversy about the rate of growth of

'- noise levels in urban areas, primarily due to a lack of substantiated
ii trend data, there is general agreement with the statement in the recent

publlcation "The Noise Around Us" (I)__ that the average urban noise

!i_ levels are continuing to climb and now constitute a serious detraction
from the quality of life in many cities. The report also states that

", "while urban noise may haw been tolerable in tbe past, the increasing
!' utilization of technology is resulting in a steady increase in tbe

i number of noise sources. The noise problem is compounded because
urbanization and the increased concentration of population bring about

more exposure to the ordinary sounds of living". The Executive Director
of the American Public Health Association, Charles Johnson, indicated

at the EPA llearlngs (2) that "roughly one hundred and thirty million

p_ople live in metropolitan areas subject to the noises arising from
transportation or construction projects, crowding and congestion and

widespread manufacturing activitles".

*Figures in parenthes_s indicate the llterature references at the end

of this report.
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Noise has a number of characteristics in conlmon with other

environmental llollutants. It effects are biological, psychological
and sociological. Another common feature sbared is that it is extremely

difficult to establish simple causal re]_itlonsbips between tilepolluta_t
an({ its conseqtzencos. The data associated wit]l the effects of noise
cover a broad range of conditions. At one extreme, a loud exp[oslon

can result in tbe dcstrLlction of the sensory receptors of the ears and
consequently 3 iota| deafness. The other end of this continuum is

represented by temporary physiological changes which often accompany

exposure to "moderate" levels of noise. As mlght be anticipated, most
of the available findings fall between these extremes and at best,

only probabillstlc, rather than causal, statements can be ,lade concern-

ing effects. To complicate the situation even further_ tbe adequacy of _,
the data base differs from discipline to discip]ine. Physiological
consequences ar_ better understood tban psycbolog_cal ones, and both

disciplines are further advanced than sociological science witil respect
to noise effects.

Although many of the findings related to noise lend themselves

to a variety of interpretations_ tbere is general agreement on a number
of factors:

I. Noises of sufficient intensity have caused irreversible [*earing

damage.

2. Noises |lave produced physiological changes in humans and animals

that in many instances have not resulted in adaptation.

3. The effects of noise are cumulative an,|, therefore, tbe levels
and durations of noise exposure must be taken into account in

any overall evaluation. Tbe recognition of this fact has been
translated into legislation specifying limits of total permiss-

ible noisn exposure in industrial settings.

4. Noises can interfere with speech and other co.mmnleatlon,

5. Noise can be a major source of annoyance by disturbing sleep,
r_sC, and relaxation.

6. When community noise levels ]|ave reached sufficient intensity, #
social action has occurred to reduce their effects. _is has often

taken tbe form of cr_atlng new organizations (or using existing

ones) to press for regulation by means of laws, ordinances and
s_andards.
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2. Extent of Problem -- Changing Scope of Problem

In a sense the noise problem of "tnday" is both qualitatively
and quantitatively different from what it was "yesterday". Noise

can no longer be thought of as a rather localized and confined problem.

For example large cities have '_always" been associated with noise since
by definition tl_ey were the centers of activities having Industries,

transportation, power facilities and large populations. A report by
Congress in 1937 ( 3 ) stated:

"The large city and especially its central business district is

so characteristically a place of nolse that a sudden wave of silence

frequently proves to be oppressive to the urbanite for he is accus-

tomed to distracting sounds of all kinds. Screeching brakes_ screaming
trolley ears s runnbling trucks_ rasping atLto horns, barking street
vendors, shouting newsboys_ scolding traffic whistles 3 rulnbling ele-

vated tralnsj rapping pnetm_atic hammers, open cut-outs, and now adver-
tising sound trucks and aircraft with radio ampliflers_ when added to-
gether, constitute a general din for which it would be difficult to

find a precedent in the history of clries."

After noting the intense sound levels produced by subway and ele-
vated trains used in several cities, the Wyle Laboratory EPA Report (4)

indicetes that these systems carry 4.3 million commuters daily. The

tall transit system in a number of instances is operated in conjunction
with trolley lines which s_rve 182 million passengers annually. _len

one considers that these transportation facilities are located so as
to be convenient for commuters and therefore adjacent to high density

resldentlal areas_ the overall noise impact on the community can be
her ter understood.

This same report further indicates that transportation n,_Ise is

the ma_or cause of the escalation of the noise problem in ti_ecountry.

"' It indicates that nine million people living in homes covering an area
of 2000 square miles aro currently being exposed to aircraft and high-

i' way noise invels said to be incompatible with residential living_ A
i recent report by the National Academy of Sciences (5) indicates tbat

in the vicinity of Kennedy Airport 700,000 live under these conditions

and there are 220 schools in tilesame area whlch are attended by 280_000
pupils, Although these flnd'.ngs are cause for concern, tiletrend is

: even more disturbing. For example, a report (6) concerned with no_se

at Logan Airport. Boston, Nassachusetts indicates the following:

!

r'I
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Estilnated Impact of Noise at [,o[Fm A£rport

1967 1975

Est_mato of operations-Miles 901000 280,000

Area "noL compatible with
rasidonLial living" (square miles) 25 80

People 177,000 556,000
Schools 93 272

llospJtaI Beds 1,391 3,158

These sLa_isLics par_lally reflect the fac_ tha_ je_ aircraft have

almost tot_]ly replaced those powered by piston engines. Also, _he "jets"

are from 10 to 20 dB "louder" than their predecessors, have more power
and produce noiso which is judged more annoying _han pisLoi_ engines pro-
ducing an equally intense sound.

People livlng in the inner clties have often considered noise as

bolng a necessary ovil to ho borno in oxch:Ing_ for the convenionce of

living either near their phlees of work or in pro×imi_y to pLLblic trans-

portation t'oLlteswhich can be used for colnnluLing. Howeverj the urban
sprawl which has accelerated greatly since World I_Ir II has resultod in
a significant expansion of tho area and paoplo affected by urban noises.

Ilowevor_ [_ appears _hat _he most dramatic challg_ in the scope of
the nolso problem has occurred in areas o_itside of our cltlos. The accol-

erased growth of surburbnn areas combined with £he mob£1i_y of _ho popu-

lation has brought about this circumstance. Primarily by changes in land
us_ pattorns_ there has b_o_ a systematic invasion of noisos outward fro_

_he city into _he quio_es_ areas of the nation. Surburban aroas have

b_en convorted £o tLr[)an_farm to subu_'ha_ residentlal to indus£rlal_ otc°
For oxample_ ¢onstrucgion of un industrlal plant results in a col_sidor-
ablo change in outdoor nols0 i_vels 6ecause of many fac_or.q associated

with new industry. Road_ tall lines and/o_ airpor_ facil£_les are needed_
new workors _nay have _o b_ _Lccommoda_od and community services increased.

All of _hese activities profoundly affec_ _ho noise environm_n_ in at
l_ast _o phases - - during col_s_ruction and use. T|le 1_olt Borano[_ and

N_wman rcpor_ for EPA (7) indlcates _ha_ construction no£s_s alone affect

appro×£mately 30 million people a year. In tile casa of major cons_ruc_£on

activities (highways_ industrial plan_s) the proaess is a p_olonged ona.
Tl_grow_h in "general avlatlon"_ typified by prlvato and business air-

craft_ has led _o _he construction of small airports in many suburban
and rural areas. This has also served _o introduce a major nolso source
into many r_siden_ial communiLies.
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Recreational areas have also changed for the worse widl respect: to

noise intrusions° AS more people bare Lbc tlme_ inclination and ru-
sources to travel_ the nlore remotu parts of our country are attracting
large numhers of tourists. Tbis desire for travel has _esulted in

roads and airfields wbidl peiletrate formerly remote regions. Wiles

these formerly wilderness ar_as become relatively accessible I tourists
bring with them tb_ir powerful i.achines. Areas which formerly were

characterized by s_unds of nature now acco_nodate power boats_ snow-
mobiles_ minibikes_ motorcycles, radios and television sets.

In a sense there ar_ two distinctive typ_s of noise disruptions.
One, characterized by blgh ambient levels, is fotmd in tileinner cities

and near major transportation routes, and tileother, basically single
event noise s illtrudes into suburban and rural areas. Botb have in com_

men the capability to reduce our enjoyment of the outdoors whether at
home or during recreational pursuits.

Thus far_ the noise sources considered have been those outside

the home. However, man has become very much dependent on labor saving
devices and most of them are centered in and around the home. These

machines, in eonunon with others, have become more prevalent and more

powerful wlth the passage of time. In some instances, the noises
produced are on the verge of becoming a serious health problem as
well as being a major source of irritation.

The following table provides a g_neral summary of the growth of noise

sources since 1950:

Growth in Noise Sources*

(M = Million, TH _ Thousand)

Year: 1950 1960 1970

Population (M) : 151 181 204
Transportation Vebioles

Cars, Buses, Trucks (M) 49.2 73.9 106.3

i Motorcycles (M) 0.45 0.51 3.0
'_ Powered goats (M) 2.6 4.7 5.8

Snowmobiles (TB) 0 2 1600
_" Commercial Aircraft (Turbofan) 0 202 1989
i Private Aircraft (TH) 45 76.2 136

i' Outdoor Appliances (Approximate)
!,i Lawn Mowers (M) 10 17
"_ Chain Saws (M) .5 1.2

:! Home Appliances 195_____3 1960 1970
{' Dishwashers(M) 1.3 3.2 14.9

1!_ Clothes Washers (M) 32.2 42.0 57.6
:_. Clothes Dryers (N) 1.5 9.0 25.3
! Air Conditioners (M) 0.6 6.5 23.0

FoodMixers(M) 12.6 27.0 51.2
Food Waste Disposers (M) 1.4 4.8 14.4

*Based on EPA Reports hy Wyle Laboratories (4) and Bolt geranek and Newman (7),
; I
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The next sections of the report will deal. with the effects of noise,

startlng wlt.h the medJcal ones.

3. Effects of Noise

3.1 Medical

Since the most extreme and widely recognized effects of noise

ore concerned with deafness, the medical aspects of noise will be
covered first. It is difficult to make any definitive statement x
about the number of people in our country suffering from either par-
tial or total deafness because there are confllc_ing estimates. A

recent estimate was made by Dr. R. Marcus (8) at the EPA Hearings in
Ch icago :

H_arin$ Loss -- By Age

Population Totals Loss of Nolse-Associared

Age Range (in thousands) Hearing Totals Hearing loss

(_housands) (thousands)

0-5 17,000 850 ?

5-10 20,000 1,000-1,400 *200
10-18 32,500 650- 975 *'150

18-65 113,000 2,260 2,000 (Approx)
over65 20,000 4,000 400-600

TOTALS 202,500 8,760-ii,135 2,750-2,950

Mos_ common caus_ is explos$ons from _oy caps (20% sensory-neural hearing
loss).

Firearms and toy caps (based on approximately 20% sensory-neural).
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Although tileoccupational noise exposure regulations promulgated
under the Occupational Safety and llealth Act are designed to control

noise exposure within the work environment, this continues to be a
major problem area. Dr. A. Cohen (9) recently reported that the total

number of United States workers experiencing noise conditions poten-
tially hazardous to bearing is estimated to be in excess of six fail-

lion and may be as high as sixteen million. It is now bccolning evi-
dent that many occupations are included alnong those in which noise is

a hazard. In addition to the heavy industries traditionally associ-

ated with this problem, construction workers, textile employees_ truck
drivers and pilots of both fixed and rotary wing aircraft are included.
The new computer-based organizations are not immune to this hazard

• either. Keypunch and paper tape devices and equipment stlcbas the

x optical character recognition and letter-sorting machines used in post
offices all produce noise that may ultimately affect their operators
as well as others working nearby.

It is estimated that more than I0 million operators of heavy

trucks_ motorcycles and gas engine poI_ered recreational vehicles are

currently being exposed to noise at excessive levels. An additional
major source of noise exposure is the home workshop. There are

approximately 12 inillion home workshop tools in use in the country,
many of which are major noise sources not only to the operators and

other family melabers but sometimes to neighbors as well.

Dr. D. Lipscomb (I0) has reported a number of findings associated
wlth recent trends in bearing loss. For several years many investi-

gators have e×pressed concern about the possible adverse consequences
caused by music beard at greatly amplified sound levels. Dr. Lipscomb
indicated that entering fresbiIlen college students did have hearing dis-

orders that were attributed to exposure to music played at very intense

levels. A series of audiometrlc tests were given to more than seven
{ thousand students ranging from sixth graders to college freshmen. The

findings indicate a steady lncrease in bearing loss at hlgh frequencies,
as measured by a screening examination. _lile only 3.8% of the sixth

graders failed this test, the compar,qble figure was approximately 10%
for 9th and 10th graders and was more than 30% for incoming college

freshmen. Examination of the next freshmen class (Pall 1969) yielded
the most disturblng flndlngs of all, 61% of them failed the audiometric

,_ "screening" test. Dr. Lipscomh concludes that the data presented are

a cause for concern. There is evidence that the hearing acuity of
young persons 21 years of age and under is becoming reduced many years
before one would expect such reductions. These implications lead to

the fearful speculation that the current population of young persons

will encounter much more serious bearing problems in their middle years
than the present group of 50 to 60 years olds.
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Even the strictly medical consequences of noise cannot be limited

to auditory effects. Many investigators have documented physiological

changes associated with noise, whether subjects were awake or asleep.
It is hypothesized that there may be cardiac, vascular_ neural or other

effects whicb bear directly on tile overall health of people.
Dr. G. Jansen (ll) found that "Blood circulation does not adapt to con-

tinuing exposure to noise by a return of blood flow to its initial level.
Instead, peripheral blood flow continues to be reduced as a result of
continuing vase-constriction and increased resistance. This phenomenon

was first observed at about 60 to 70 dB _ind as sound intensity increased,

it becanle more pronounced". N. N. Shatalov (12), a Russian scientist,
studied 589 factory workers in a number of industrial plants, lle found

that the effects were different for two _ypes of noises, lie noted that
continuous noises resulted in "arterial tension, downward trend in venous

pressure, reduced peripheral resistance and bradycardia". Intermittent
noise on the other hand caused "hypertension, rising arterial pressure

and frequent capillary spasms". Miss Alice Surer (13) of the National
Association of Nearing and Speech Agencies made the following statement

at the recent EPA-sponsored bearings in Atlanta: "The process of vas-

cular constriction keeps on going and does not adapt, and it also limits
the blood supply to the ear. Lack of proper blood supply over years

would definitely be a contributing factor to old age hearing loss. Ybe
internal auditory artery which leads to the ear is the smallest artery

in the body, and it is probably quite apt to suffer vascLklar con-
striction". Dr. L. E. Farr (14) summarized ills views on the effects
of noise in the following way: "In disease states such as _inxieties,

duodenal ulcers_ and other so-called tension ills, the additive dele-
terlous effect of noise is real and i_ediate. Any disease which may

he associated with an emotional change requires as part of the therapy

a calm, relaxed, quiet environment, This is particularly true of
disturbed emotional states."

It might be conjectured that among those people not in peak phys-
ical condition (aged, disabled and convalescent) noise is el*impedi-

ment to rest and can thereby contrlbut_ to longer conva]escent periods

and lower general levels of activity often associated with fatigue and
loss of sleep.

Although the findings cited alJoveare merely typical of many studies

indicating the non-audltory effects of hearing, it should b_ _ade clear
that many researchers are not convinced of their relevance to any real

medical problem. The lack of any clearcut llnk between these physio- s
logical indices and adverse medical consequences has bean the primary

reason for such judgments. In answer to this attitude, the aforemen-

tioned Dr. G. Jansen notes that "Experimental work and field studies
concerned with disease other than occupational deafness nlust assume --

until the contrary is proved -- that noise can be harmful _'.
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Perhaps one of the iilostimportant factors in assessing the medlcal
impact of l_oise is tilefact that its effects are cumulative. _alen

thinking of the noise experienced during the course of a day, from day

to day and over the course of a llfotimc, an interesting perspective
emerges. _illlons of workers are now being exposed to industrial noises

tllatare expected to produce permanent hearing defects. Nany millions
of other worI¢crs experience noises barely below the m_Lximum levels
promulgated under the authority of the Occupational Safety and Health

Act. But these same workers do not enjoy quiet during their non-worklng
hours. On the contrary, they are exposed to transportation noises while

commuting to their jobs, appliance noises at home and possibly community

noise sources as well. An illustration of the *'noise history of a
typical person" is included b_low. Since this information is in-

%. eluded only for illustrative purposes, there is no attempt to specify
age ranges or exposure duration data.

LIFETIHE EXPOSURE TO NOISE (ILLUSTRATION)

Childbood Yo_!th _aturi_y

i
CapPistols i

Firearms X X

Rock & Roll Music X

, Trans _orration

School Bus X E X

Automobile X X X

Train (subway, elevated) X X

Aircraft X X

HouseholdAppliances X X X

Construction Equipment X X X

,._%, "Community" (roadside, fllgnt path) X X X'., Recreational Vehicles X X

X _ Exposure _o noise sourcei

_r
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One other direct medical consequence oF nol_n is a possible increase
in the accident rate. The authors of the ]363 british Nolse Study (16)

indicate that "It seems reasonable to suppose that if high noise levels
increase, the number of errors during work will also increase. They

will also cause errors in safety measures and censefluently high noise
levels may cause a higher rate of accidents than wou]d occur in quieter
conditions." Another possible cause of accident is the masking _f an

auditory alarm. Since danger signals often take this for,i, it can be
reasonably expected that some such signals will be masked out in eilviron-

meets typical of heavy industry operations, construction activities antl
mid-city traffic during shopping and commuting hours.

In view of all of the foregoing, the nature and cost of niedicaJ ser-

vices might be expected to be profoundly altered_ not merely for _bo_le

directly affected but for our society _s a whole, if the number of per-
sons seriously affected by noise significantly increases. A greater

proportion of every dollar devoted to medical treatment wouhl have to be
set aside to treat bearing disorders. If the findings indicated in the

studies by Dr. Lipscomh are substantiated by othcrs_ many people would

spend their adult lives as partially handicapped individuals requiring
medical attention as well as prosthetic devices to improve their hearing.

The societal costs associated with an increase in deafness in the popu-
lation would restilt in educational_ job related_ and medical consequences°

Resources projected for use in combatting heart disease_ cancer_ n0rvous
disorders and other diseases might have to be directed to auditory re-
search. The medical profession's capability to treat auditory disorders

might have to be upgraded by means of additional facilities _ind training

grants. 0v_rall payments for medical services_ an_ _herefor0 insurance

rates_ would be expected to increase to cope with a rise in the incidence
of partial _nd total deafness. Finally, since relatively normal hearing
is a pre-requisite for many jobs (e.g. answering _i telephone), many

people could find that loss of hearing has redtlced the number and type
of available job opporttlnitles.

While examining the effects of noise on people and groups, it is

easy to lose sight of ;in evident but important fact, The "average" per-

son or group simply does not exist. It should be noted that responses
to .else by individuals as well as by classes of people differ markedly.

The reaction of groups, and communities of individuals, arise in /
part from the aggregation of personalized responses of individuals, and

from their interaction with a wide variety of sociological influences. i
As an example, due to ethnic background one group of families may accept
a noisy environment in their borne life situation which would be con-
sldered as unacceptable to those of different cultural orientation.

Tbey may in fact create conditions which while acceptable to themselves

are considered "noisy" by oth_rs.
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This phenomena must he taken into account in assessing tileattri-
butes of noise as a sociological problem. It also musC he given careful

attention in tratlslating results of various studies on noise as relates

to a particular source, and affecting a specific population (such os the

variously cited ones on transportation noise mentioned elsewhere in thls
section and in other portions of this report) to other sources, situ-
ations or popnlatlons. This caution was cited in Karl Kryter's recent

work "The Effects of Noise on Mnn" (15) in relation to possible nation-
alistic differences in tolerance to road noise° lle further discusses

the many factors in this regard which must be taken into account in

assessing validity of various studies and study techniques.

i 3.1 Psychologica[

A segment of tilepopulation (eStilnated from 27_ to 10'_depending
upon tilesource) is considered to be highly snsceptlble to noJse at al-

most any level while some individuals (possibly 207= of the population)
barely respond to noises considered quite intense by others, gorsky

(17), cited tile following factors found to be most important in enhanc-

ing or impeding noise acceptability: (I) feeling about the necessity
or preventability of the noise; (2) feeilng of tile importance of the
noise source and the value of its primary functions; (3) Lypes of living

activities affected; (4) extent to whlcll there are other things dis-
liked in tileresidential environment. Parrack (18), in an evaluation

ef community response to noise, provided data on tile characteristics of

people more Likely to complain about noise, lie noted that they were
generally of higher socioeconomic status, bad .tore education and were

Likely to have political affiliations. Mr. J. Van Den Eijk (19). in
describing the new Dutch code en noise control, noted a similar rela-

tionship between "nttisanee" complaints, social status and education.
He also found that tilose people ongaging in [,fontals as contrasted to

physical, occupational pursnlts were more likely to complain about
noise. This latter finding Is consistent with that of tileLondon noise

survey a.d many others. A recently completed NASA study (19) concerned

with colrmunity response to noise indicated that on the average, com-
plainants are elder, more afflueet and [lave a higher education level

than non-complalners.

A close relationship between expressed annoyance and Level of noise

in_enslty was pointed out almost 15 years ago by Parraek (17). }It re-

ported the results of community surveys based on 3500 people in widely

separated areas° In general, tilenumber of people expressing annoyamee
increased steadily as the noise level increased, lie also found that the
number of complaints were a good indicator of the degree of annoyance.

The English study of noise around Heathrow Airport indicated that 22Z of
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the respondents said they were sometimes kept from going to sleep due to
aircraft noise. This f_gure rose to 50% with an increase in noise levels.

A still greater proportion, also increasii_g with a corresponding increase

in noise level, compl_ined of being awakened by 1_oise. A Swedish (2_)
ttaffice noise survey indicated that the proportion of people annoyed in-
creased lino_irly with increasing noise levels from 50 _I]IAo11, based on

_!24 botJr average. Sy[11ptoIT1SSt)OIlas tlo_Idacho, insoii1nia_nd n_rvousno,_s

were closely correlated with annoyance measures of the severity of
exposure ,

The studies by Parrack and the London Noise SLErvoy are typical of

many investigations which demonstrated that nighttime sounds are more
annoying than daytim_ sounds. H. A. Denzel (22) indicates t11at: "We

know that noise interferes with rest and relaxation and especially with
sleep. _lile sleep, the complete withdrawal from the world around us.

J

is an obvious necessity for physical and emotional health, less comp[ete ,_
withdrawal into the _uiet of our homes Inay also be necessary if we want
to retain individual integrity."

Many researchers concerned with noise are convinced theft noise levels

that are not intense enough to cause permanent damage cannot simply be

dismissed as a nuisance which is a necessary waste produc_ of technolog-
ical progress. The reasons for this widespread interprotatlon are par-

tially rooted in the characteristics of sound and the types of effects
associated with noise, g×perimental findings have consistently demon-
strated that when visual and auditory signals are concurrently presented s

subjects tend to respond to the auditory signals first, presumably because

of some "attention demanding" quality. Researchers designing warning
devices have _ade use of this ch(iracterfstic for years. Another charnc-

t_ristlc of noise that causes annoyance is that it affects people who are

in the position of "innocent bystanders". That is, in _nany instances those
people responsible for producing noise are not the same ones who are se-
v_raly affected by i_. Also the receivers of the noise in those instances

have no control of the noise source, gorsky (17) indicates that annoyance
is closely associated wlth the degree to which the noise producer is con-

cerned with and doing something to minimize the effect of noise on the
receivers of the noise. As further evidence of this effect, D. C. Glass,

et al. (23) conducted a study which indicated that subjects showed lowered

tolerance for frustration after exposure to unpredictable noise, In a
later experimen=, when the noise source was under the control of the sL_b-

jeers, thesa frustration effects were significantly reduced, This aspect _j
of the problem is very important because it has been repeatedly demonstrated
that when there is no benefit to a person associated with an activity and

yet there are adverse consequences that must he suffered, there is very

lit£1e tolerance for these consequences. For example, if two people llve
near a highway and one uses it for commuting while the other one walks to

work, the walker is much more likely to complain about noise and air pol-
l.tion due to automobiles than is the person who drives (all other things

being equal).
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The pervasiveness of noise, combined with tllese sbar;_cteristics

already noted, makes it a problem of speei_11 concern when psycbologlcal
w011-being is considered. The human organism being driven at a frenetic

pace in the modern word is the same one that evolved to cope with the
more leisurely pace of tile past. Most competent medical practitioners,

as well as researchers, agree that there is an absolute requirement for
rest and recreational activlties at regular intervals in oL'de_ to main-

rain adequate mental and physical health. It is evident, when we con-
sider the quality of life, tbat the need becomes an overriding one. l_*ere

is tbe needed place of refuge in our modern society?

Tbe home bas traditionally served tbe function of providing a haven
for tbe individual and the family. Ironically, in the case of noise, the
cbaraeterlstics associated wltb a haven are subverted in two major ways,
the "outside world" cannot be shut oLlt and tbe "inside world" cannot be

I' confinedwithin.

In considering noise within the home, it is useful to make the
distinstion between slngle-family dwellings and other botLses. In multi-

ply-family buildings, the lack of acoustical privacy is a major source

of difficulty. Acoustical privacy can be defined as Lbe expectation
tbat sounds generated witbln one household will not be broadcast to

other households throughou_ the building. This particular problem de-
serves attention because of the slowly evolving changes in construction

techniques. _tere is a trend toward using ligbtweight construction
materials tbat have relatively poor sound insulating properties. If
tbls trend continues (wlthout modification of the sound instlla_ing

properties), tbe future homes will have far less acoustical privacy

tban did the past berets. Privacy, as annoyance, has been a difficult
concept for researcbers Lo contend wit]* in an objective fashion. Tbo

authors of tbe London Noise Study equated the two somewbat by indicating
that annoyance duo to noise may be thought of essentially as the resent-

ment we feel at an intrusion into the physical privacy we have. Tbe

existence of the problem, though_ bas been documented in a variety of
community studies conducted in this country and abroad.

Noises in tbe home can be generally categorized into three sources:
those generated by family members, building noises (fans, blowers) and
those originating outside but penetrating the home. Tho mechanlcal

"helpers" within the home are a major source of complalnt by householders.

:_ Although washers, dryers, garbage disposer units, etc., have made house-
hold tasks easier to physically perform, tbey |lave exacted a psycholog-

leal cost. The relatively long cycle time of many of these devlces ban

not resulted merely in a noise nuisance but in a persistent one as well.
Although tbe family benefits from the primary noise sources wltbln the

home, even tbose noises are a source of conflict among family members

engaging in incompatible aetivlties, e.g., the bousewife washing the
supper dishes and tbe husband reading the newspaper or watching _"4.
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The community noise studies already cited are in stlbstantial agree-

meat tbcLt noise seriously affects many of the activities often engaged In
at home. The British study in{HeaLed that :ioises in the home otLtnumb_red

all other disturbances, gent and relaxation are difficult, and there is
interference with X%I viewlng, listening to muslc_ reading, conversation,

nnd l_any other social and recreationa] activities. These and other in-

vestigations indicate that the home appears to be the focal point for a
great number of noise sources in the coi:imunity. Among tileI11ajor causes

of complaint, the following have been cited illostfrequently: trafflc,
aircraft_ indLlstrial plants, construction, a_d neighborhood rel_ited sources

s_Jchas dogs and power lawn mowers.

I_len rest and recreation cannot be successfully aceoE_iplish_d at hon:e
there is a tendency for people to seek these diversions elsewhere. This
has been oI1e of several factors leading to an intensive use of the o_t-

doors which has resulted in large recreational industries based on camping,

fishing_ boating and skiing. Tile function performed by recreation is

primarily that of "unwinding" and relaxing, as _lnecessary counterpoint
go the often hectic day-to-day work and bonle.l;d_ingactivities. Since the
goal is identified basically with getting away from the usual annoyances,

any interference with tileachievement of this objective is not well toler-
ated0 Disturbances that are normally considered relatively minor thereby

result in a sense of frustration well beyond that normally occurring.

Interference by noise with otLtdoor recreational activities is almost

a universal phenomenon in that it occurs regardless of the time of day
and in all seasons of tileyear. Winter vacations are now being disrupted

since the advent of the snowmobile in the same way that motorboats have
upsat the tranquility of many of our lakes and rivers. The simple enjoy-

mant of nature by hikers and families enjoying picnics is often inter-
rLipted by transportation noises generated hy nearby roadways or aircraft.

During the recently conducted EI'A hearings in Dallas, Mr. To Berland

(24) noted the intrusion of noise in tI|e Fort Parker State Park and grund

Canyon National Park. He indicated that disturbances were caused by jet
aircraft, helicopters, snowmobiles, minibikes and motorcyclES. Other
organizations such as the Sierra Club, have noted tbat Increasing levels

of noise are seriously disrupting the serenity of ma;_y of the formerly
secluded retreat areas.

Outdoor spectator Events are also seriously affected by noise,

especially aircraft noises. _le Watergate concerts in the Washington, D.C.,

area have for years undergone regular interruptions as a r_sult of over-
flights associated with nearby National Airport. Thg enjoyment of the

musle is made extremely difficult by the almost continuous pattern of
takeoffs and landings.
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3.3, Social

Professor A. C. Megennell (25) evaluated tile resu]ts of many conl-
munlty surveys in the following terms: "We know a certain amount allout
the characteristics of the r0actions of comlnunities to events wtlich

deeply affect them. A small, middle class group actively protesting in
the presence of an apparently indifferent majority is a common occurrence.

It is when these active grou[is gain the support of the larger, normally

acquiescent majority, that serious community conflict can result. Under
these conditions, what starts as a specLfic issue often sparks off a moru
generalized local conflict".

A]tbough the recent cL,nf|ict ever tbe SST progr_Jm could ]*ard]y ge
classiflod as [oca|j a][ uf tbu other am jot features c'ited l)yMcKonne]]
were present with tbe _*dded feature that indivJdua| middle class

comllla[nts were Jnstitt*tlona]ized tbrougb m]ny concerned organizations

such as the S_erra Club, Citizens for a Quieter City and Citizens
Agalnst Noise. _*e proliferation of these organizations concerned with

environ,lent_l ql]ality [s quite a recent phenomenon. _leir successes In

defeating the SST and _n profound]y n|ter[ng tbe methods previously
used in prescribing airport and highway design is a matter of almost
daily rucord. _le day when planners could concern themselves so|ely
wfth economic cotlsiderations -- sometimes ti_ the detriment of tbu

community at |_rge -- appears tu bu past.

In a paper entitled "Predicting the Futurt_" (2g), Prof. R.A, Bauer

of the Harvard Graduate School of Business notes: "if wu are moving _nto
a period in which individual citizens increasingly expect to be freed

from various forms of environmental nuisance and if citizens groups are

tending ,*ore and more to take an active role in the decision making pro-
cess, then it is probable that complaints and effective organized protests
will occur at lower levels and frequency rates of noise exposure tban in

the past". He further stated that, "For a variety of convergent reasons,

we appear to be entering a period in which people will be more disposed
to organize for direct participation in policy decisions affecting them".

As a counterforce to this community pressure, the industrial com-
munity has made use of existing organizations and associations to act in

a concerted way in order to minimize the impact of citizens groups con-
cerned with noise. '_ey bare indicated that consumers have not been will-

ing to pay for quiet products in the past and that noise reduction is too

costly to be borne by the producers alone. Just as the noise producing

and receiving organizations have aligned against one another, individuals
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often find themselves in conflict because of competing requirements.
This situation occurs in the inner city and sublLrbia, during outdoor

recreational activities and at hon*e_ whether in mLllti-family dwellings
or in private ]LOUSES. I_]encver one person produces noise while he

engages in an activity and therelly disrupts another person requiring
quiet for his individual needs, the "battle lines are drawn".

Tile problem is not new or unique to noise, as the following quote

from Sparer which a[_pears in "Noise Pollution and _he L1w',I edited by
)l£1debrand (27) says, "For hundreds of years, indeed throughout most of
tbe history of the common law as we know it, COLItiS have been struggling

to reconcile the conflicting interests of two property o_¢ners -- one who

believes that his ownership entitles him to iLsehis property as be wills
and the neighbor wbo believes that his ownershlp entitles him to _njoy

his property without annoyance. Two major pri.ciples bare envolvcd:

First, each person must put up with a certain amount of annoyance.
Second, the gravity of the harm to the complainant should be weighed

against the utility of the conduct of his troublesome neighbor. The
first of tbese tells us what every city dweller experiences every day of

his life. Xq_e second is less easy to understand. In determining the u_il-
ity of the defendant's conduct one must consider in addition to the social

value of his conduct, its suitability and the impracticability of prevent-
ing or avoiding the annoyance:

Group actions ilave been but one method of controlling the effects

of noise in the community. Laws specifying acceptable limits of noise

have been passed at all levels of government. These laws bare one
factor in common. _ley were enacted to dual with a specific set of con-
ditions and designed to meet local needs. _is bas resulted in require-

ments that differ greatly from conmunlty to conmunlty, state to state,
etc. A continuation of this approach in the future may result in serious

disruptions of the economic base in some areas of the country. A non-
uniformity of regulations may lead to the movement of noise producing

activities to areas where stringent noise regulatio_s are not applied.

'l_leintroduction of ma_or industrial plants in areas formerly zoned for
farm and residential land use has resulted in widespread dis]oeetlons in

the past where residential areas have become less desirable "overnight",
partially due to nolse-associated difficulties. Since the presence of
industry often requires additional transportation facilities (road, rail
and aircraft in some instances) noise is introduced in the area in s_v-

eral ways.
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Regulations have been developed wit[* two major goals in mind - -
to reduce the incidence of noise-induced deafness and to minimize noise

disturbances in the community. Tilehearing conservation reg,uhqt]ons

issued under the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OS]|A) were
designed to combat the problem o]: iildustrially associated deafness. At

the local level of government, many cities bare enacted ordinances to
reduce motor vehicle and aircraft noise. Many cities regulate noises

produced at construction sites. Another method of noise control at the
municipal level is the establishment of requirements for acoustical

treatment of buildings.

Private legal actions by citizens have also been an increasingly

used metilod to combat noise encroacbioents, people have recovered dam-
ages when it has been possible to demonstrate a substantial interference

with the use and enjoyment of one's property. The usual measure of
damage is the decrease in value of the property.

Planners i|avesuggested a n_tmber of sol_2tions to reduce the noise

impact on th_ co,reunify by separating the noise producers from the noise
receivers. In theory, the approach ban a great deal of merit, but ti_e

results are often mixed, An example is the construction of new major
airports to areas distant from concentration of population. Dulles

Airport (Washington, D. C. area)• was d_signed with this principle in
mind. Unfortunately, economic and social pressures are tending to off-

set the merits of the plan. Tile presence of the airport has led to
industrial activity nearby and the creation of many new jobs. %_ie people

working at and near the airport desire to livs at locations convenient
to their jobs. guilders, in meeting ti_is need, are pressing for zoning
changes to enab]o the construction of homes in areas where noise levels

are known to preclude a satisfactory home environment. In this (and
many other instances) the people have moved from a quieter area to

the vlclnlty, of a major noise source.

Another method employed in co,_unities has bnen to strictly limit

the use of individual vehicles, thereby facilitating movement of public
and commercial transportation. In this instance, nois_ is but one of
several reasons for instituting contrsl measures, floweret, it is often

helpful to think of noise, not as an isolatnd problem, but rather as part
of a complex environment_ physical as well as psychological, A midclty

area is often characterized by crowded conditions, air pollution, crime_
as well as intense noise levels. Tbese conditions may well produce a

synergistic effect, with noise contributing substantially toward making
the environment intolerable because of its omnipresence.

In the context of airport noise, the study of Logan Airport (6)
indleated the nature of the dilemma often faced by planners. They

note that a successful program to allcvlate community conflicts requires
long range planning that considers the needs not only of the airpolte,
but of the surrounding community.
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II_ the continued absence of effective noise control programs_ the
problenls associated with noise that are now o×p_ri_nced can be expected
to increase. The tr_lld tow_ird increas_n_ I11_ctl_l_izat|nnmakes Lbe increase

in number and variety of noise _oLlrces all b_t inevitable. If p_t,_texperi-

ence can b_ Ll_ed a_ _ I_llid_ it can ]_ _ll_ticipatL_d_bat _n incrc_s_ in
E1oise levels will result in an ii_cre_isiil_tendency for il_dividuals and

groLlps to promote regLilatioll of noise by le_islative means. Since noise

e_tcnds int_ fzlanyaspects of oLlrso¢iety_ its regLL_;_tionmight be _×-
petted to take a nulllberof forms and have rather broad effects.

_us far we have considered ba_ically the middle class reaction to
the noise problem. Gen_rally_ the tendency ha_ been_ as expected_ to

_ork directly through the traditional political process _o effect: envi-
ronmental change, llowever_ the findings of many research studies may

also indicate the response of the disadvantaged people i_ society.
Parrac1_ Borsky_ and other researchers note that annoyance produced by

noise is closely related to the attitude of people to their general
living environment. Borsky ([7) notes that it has been found that the

mor_ a p_rson dislikes other thing_ about his colmnunity_ the more hos-

tile he m_y be to a noise interference, especially if he feels power-
l_s,_to chan_e oth_r enviroT1m_tal distL_rbances _nd if th_ noise i_ a
more r_cent addition to his ct_mulntive dissatisfaction. Isnft it r_as-

onabl_ to _ssu_e that "the poor" are under-r_pr_-_sented in tb_s_ stat-

istics because of their past _xperience in dealing with governmental
institutions? U_fortunate_y_ in tile recent p_st cenununity protests reg-

istered by th_ poor have taken a very direct and violent form. _ight
not increasing levels of nois_ contribute to this type of action again
in the future?

Since control of the _ource of nois_ bas been determined by
acousticians to be an effective approach in noise reduction_ a good
deal o_ activity Lllaybe expected to accomplish thi,_goal. _ile the

aircraft industry has for many years bcc,n concerned w_th _bis problem_
as associated with con_nunity nols_, p_i_arily_ many other industries are

likely to r_celve increased attention. The other transportation in-
dustries (automobilo_ railroads) have already been identified as major

causes of annoyance due to noise in community surveys. Those surveys
have also resulted in the increasing attention which is now given to con-

struction equipment_ powered "pleasure" vehicles and household appliances,
The establishment of noise standards may be expected to have similar con-

sequences to those following the formulation of safety standards_ i.e.,

higher costs to the producer _hich are passed on to the consume_. In some
instances_ the availability of low priced items might be eurt_il_d be-

cause it would not be economic to quiet them_ thereby depriving those
least abl_ to pay of needed products. Another area where the poore_
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membors of our society might be seriously affected is _he home. As noted

ear]i_r_ the lightweSght ¢onstrt_ction tec]Iniqtles now used by many bill]tiers
haw reSk_Ited iT1homes which a_'e said to lacI¢stlfficiel1_ privacy. IE

hOk_sing codes are developed whlch reflec_ _his concern for privacy and
l_otec_ion f_'om"outside llolse", construction costs ar_ ill<ely to "follow

tilesanle path" noted previously, nanlely _hat tile user will pay for in-
creased acoustical trea_ent. Sil_ce many people now have d_ffic_iltles

meeting [_ayments req_ired for shelter_ i_ can bo anticipated tha_ they
will b_ even less able to pay forhomos "_leslgned for quieL". Of course,
tileeffects of strong building codes in _le are_ of acoustics will have

tilenlost importan_ direct effecL upon th_ bLli[ders who are to meet t_l_se

reqLlir_mer_s. I_ order to mee_ nolse ac_op_ability ¢ri£eria, some of
_]_etechniques u_ed in lightweight constrLlc_ion today may have t.o he mod-

ified. If _]liswere to occ_r_ i_ mlgh_ be conject_Ire_I Lhat there would

bo a slol_ing dol_ of the p_'ocess of meeting the Nationls s_a_ed housing
goals.

One major s_gmen_ of OLlr society has not ye_ been considered
although it plays a major _oise role, both as a source and a receiver --

_he military. Themilita_y l_rovides a microcosm of society's problems

with noise be¢_ik_seof its widespread acLivities associated w_31 L1_e
iT1ajo_noise sources of tra_sporLaLion and construction. Natl_rally

these acLivities effac_ civillan as well _s m_litary personnel _ind add
to th_ general noise probl_m -- especially wit]l respect _o aircraft

noise. It is t11eonly source of sonl¢ booms a£ presont _nd _hese have
been seve_'ely dlsrLtp_ve in many com_lunlt_es (as noted e]sewhere)0
Perhaps _]_e m_s_ _mpor_an_ and d£rec_ link between the military and th_

overall noise problem is _he _il_espen_ in service by a larg_ proportion

of _he _dult male popL_la_i_n. The noise _xj_os_re history of mill_ons of
people now incl_icI_sexposi_re to powerful wea1_o_s , _anl_s, a_rcraf_, and

CoLLn_I_SS other m_jor noise so.rces I_i¢]i .lay contrlbu_ signlfican_ly
to _he incidence of parti_Ll and to_al deafness in Lhe f_l_ire. Tile
Veterans !dminlstr,_tion ha_ in some years_ bee_ paying approximately 31!
mi|lJnn do]fats at_nually for s_rv_c_ coi1nec_ecl hearing dlsab_lities°

A.lon_ those cunters of _ICt_V_L},i11_s__L'_[_.SlV aff_'L[_'(Il_>'nl_[s¢!

are L_losec_n_re_I Jn l_lhJi¢ h._d[n_._° Thi_ i_J_[ w_s i_l_J_by J_LlJ_

_e_anek and Newman, in their s_I_dy of Log;Li_Airl.l_r_ (&). Th_y inL_¢_[_
tha_ _ns_i_u_ional dwellings _ft_n re_tLire a greater degree of sou_d
conditioning than residential S_LlCtLLres I)_ca_isolowe_ SOUnd level_

are required for internal use. The requir_lents of patients in Imsp_I'_ils
and _he speec_l Iow.] ill_¢h_l_]s ;_n(Jchi_rch_,__I_'Ell:Ltl¢i_I_('_'[_J_'_';LhI:l[iOI1
in _he v_c[ni_y of _r_ airl_orL_
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Recent studies concerned with aircraft noise in the community of

lnglewood_ California_ provide an 0xample. In the local churches, it
was indicated that the conduct of meaningful services was virtually

impossible. The _ffects on several sclloois were so severe that new
schools bad to b_ built to serve the conlmunity. Other surveys have

indicated that serious disrnption of classroom activities has he0n a
major effect of noise. Is iL not reasonable to ;_ssu_l_ that the quality

of education is going to suffer even wbon noise leve_s are not so gre_t
that they cause the closing of schools? Conditions suitable for adequate

speech conlmuntcation are necessary for classroom activities in which
disruptions by noise can necessitate tbe repeating of materiaI_ can

cause misunderstanding of assignments, and difficulty in concentration
on complex subject matter (whicb is especially susceptible to noise
interference).

Public libraries, churches and h0spitals located in downtown areas
sometimes cannot serve the needs of tbe community because of noise inter-

ference. One solution to the problem has been the movement of institu-

tions to quieter locations away from the center of the city. Unfortunately
this approach has been self-defeating because it has separated tbe users
from tbe institutions designed to serve them. This has occurred because

tbe people continued to live in the same area_ requiring added expenses

for transportation. Also, the time and difficulty in roaching these places
tend to discourage ctttundance in many instances.

Retail stores have followed the path of public institutions b_cause
of problems associated with downtown areas. Certainly noise cannot be

considered the primary cause for such displacement but it is reasonable

to ¢onsld_r it one of the causes for the movement to shopping eenters_
Industrial plants and other businesses likewise are movfng out of the

central cities partly because it is difficult for _mployees to find sat-
isfactory places to live nearby.

Modern society can, il%a sense_ b_ definod in terms of the tasks

the citizens are called upon to perform. These tasks are becoming more

and more concentrated in "wbit_ collar occupations", where the emphasis
is on "brain powQr" rather than bra_nl, The required '_nuscle", wh_thor 0|%

the job or at home_ is supplied by electro-mechanical devices. Laboratory
and field investigations indicate that intellectually demanding tasks are
more subject to performance decrement and expressions of annoyance than
other more physical pursuits.
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The mass production cyc!ej typical of many Industries3provides
another e>m_iple of this dil_n_I1a. On tile product_ol_ linej any error may

become qui_e costly because of tIlen,mber of "bad" units which can b_

produced in a very short span of time. It is therefore necessary to
maintain very high standards of quality control. At some point in the

control process, an inspector often either closely inspects products
or monitors a display which has all error readout. With increased ef-

ficiency (more production per unit time) error costs can be expected
to increase in a corresponding fashion (if we assume a uiliterror cost).

However, in many instances inerea,qed production results in increased
noise levels, making the "error detection" process of the inspector
still more difficult.

Despite greatly increased activity by government_ organized groups
and private citizens to combat nois% it is questionable whether the

scope of the problem is well understood. These overt activities and
compilations of complaint records are the prod,ct of a small but in-

fluential minority of the populatioil. But, Borsky (7) notes tbat in

studies conducted in Britain and the United States, only ]0% o_ all
persons with serious noise problems fel_ that complaining _ould have
any beneficial results. TLIe actual level of disaffection with noise is
therefore difficult to estinl_te.

Suburban living in some areas is beginning to resemble the life
style in tbe cities, b_cause of tbe limited use of the outdoors. TLI_

Wyle EPA Report (4) notes that in an increasing number of instances,

it is no longer possible to engage in conversation at a normal voice
level on one's patio because of noise intrusions; therefore the family

will tend to spend more time indoors. As noted earlier, the prevalence
of major noise sources in outdoor recreational areas is diminishing the

enjoyment of many activities associated with restfulness and quiet.
This might also serve to ind.ce people to stay at home wbere they can

avoid disturbances. It n_igLltbe speculated that, taken as a wholo_
these tendencies are divisive in nature and contribLite to make the

existing probletns in our society even worse. This occurs because they

tend to separate and isolate indivld_Ials and families in contrast to an
expansion of interests and activities USLmlIy equated with heal_hy

living.

As demonstrated througLlout this report, the assessments of the

effects of noise have been based on data frommany sources and are pre-
sented in a variety of forms. This has resulted in statements (some

highly quantitative, others primarily descriptive and often speculative)
on such indicators as community responsesj physlological and annoyance

measures and numbers of people deafened by noises. In dealing with this

array of infornmtion and opinion it is easy to lose sight of the fact
that they all deal with the s_me problem area and therefore should not

be considered independently. Rather, it is e_tremely important to inte-

grate chose diverse findings by moans of some unifying concepts. One
method of accomplishing this objective might be to focus on the charac-

teristic noted previously, namely the cumulative aspect of noise exposure.
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This has already he0n identified as a major parameter associated with
loss of hearing. Isn't it also likely to have important psychological

and sociological consequences since its effects are so far ranging and
intrude into most activities, espaclally those requiring concentra-

tion or rest? It is _ commonly experienced phenomenon that comparatlvely
minor disturbances can often be ignored but once they exceed some thresh-

old level_ they destroy concentration and become a major source, of
nuisance.

Tbe argument is often made that noise is not a Inajor proSlem be-
cause people generally adapt to it. Borsky, in st_mma_izing the resul_s
of the Oklahoma City sonic boom studie_ indicated that there was a

steady increase in the number of people "seriously annoyed" as the tests

progressed, despi_ a massive public relations campaign designed to
promote acceptance. (The later booms were louder, howeve_ and this
factor may have affected the findings, gut since there were no booms

du_ing the _veni_gs the r_sults might be accurat_ or even conservative.)

Public reaction to sonic hoomscausQd ti_emilitary to reroute most of its
training flights to sparsQly populated areas. Laboratory and field

studies by Dr. K. Kryter (15) imve generally confirmed the findings of
Borsky that widespread public reaction would occur if sonic booms were

a part of our everyday environment. Hiss AILce Suter (National Association
of llearlng and Speech Agencies) noted in her EPA testimony:

"The idea that people become adapted to noise is really a myth. As

I mentioned previously, the circulatory system does not adapt. Also,
studieq have shown that people who work in high noise levels during the

day are mor_ rather than less susceptible to aggra_'ntlon from noise after
work. Tim factory worker is more apt to _×plode at his noisy children

than the man who works in a quiet office."

Dr. Rene Dubos, the distinguished microbiologist, experimental path-
ologist and authority on the ecology of disease, stressed those two

factors in a paper given at a 1966 forum on environmental quality (28).
Dr. Dubos stated:

".,. Modern man, like his ances=orsD can achieve some form of

physiological and socio-cultural adjustment to a very wide range of con-

ditions, even when these appear almos_ incompatible witil organic survival.
The rapid inereas_ in population during the nineteenth century occurred

even though the proletariat was then living under eondlt_ons that most of
us would find almost unbearable ...
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"Because human beings are so likely to become adapted to many
undesirable conditions, and because they tend at present to make econ-_

omic growth the most important criterion of social betterment, it will

not be easy to create a climate of opinion favorable to the _mmense ef-
fort needed for the control of environmental threats. Yet it is certain

that many environmental factors exert a deleterious influence on im-
portant aspects of human life. The reason this danger is largely over-

looked is that the damage caused to human life by environmental insulEs

is usually se delayed and indirect tllntit escapes recognltJon through
the usual analysis of cause--elect relationships.

"... the very fact that man possesses great ability to achieve some
fom, of biological or social adjustmeet to many different forms of sLress

is paradoxically a source of danger for his welfare and his future. Tile

danger comes from the fact that it is often difficult to relate the de-
layed and indirect pathological consequences of environmental damage to

their primary cause."

Finally, ic s_ems appropriate to present tileviews of the former
Surgeon General of the United States, Dr. W. If. Stewart. In his keynote
address to the 1968 Conference on "Noise as a Public 11ealth Hazard", he

states (27):

"Twenty years ago this fall, in the town of Donora, Pennsylvania, a
combination ef unusual weather conditions and fumes from local factories

produced an air pollution episode during which 20 people died and hundreds
more were made acutely ill. The same sort of tiling had been bappening
for a number of years, on a larger but less intensive scale in England,

Belgium and elsewhere.

"Of course we havenlt had our Denora episode in the noise field.

Perhaps we never will. Mere likely, our Denora incidents ar_ occurring
day by day, in communities across the Nation -- not in te_ns of 20 deaths

specifically attributable to a surfeit of noise, but in terms of more
than 20 ulcers, cardio-vascular problemsp psychoses, and neuroses for

which the noises of 20th centruy living are a major contributory cause.

'_ust we wait until we prove every link in the chain of observation?

I stand firmly with Burvey's statement of 10 years ago. In protecting

health, absolute proof comes late. To wait for it is to invite dls_ster
or to prolong suffering unnecessarily,

"l submit that those things within mants power to control wbich

impact upon the individual in a negative way, which infringe upon his
sense of integrity, and interrupt his pursuit of fulfillment, are hazards

to the public health".
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